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Eurospray operates in the field of metallic containers, in particular empty tin-plate
aerosol cans.
Eurospray, in its field of activity, avails itself of the help of highly experienced staff.
Since the beginning the company is facing up with the constant changes that
characterise the aerosol market, focusing for this on the research of a serious
professionality. The technological investments and quality of production allow to retch
to quick solution of problems that are submitted to the market attention: this type of
approach has guaranteed the actual stability in the sector.
The current context in which the company is operating is characterised by a high
competition which is always more oriented to the research of the maximum price
decline of the realized products, sometimes also to the detriment of quality, and to a
continuous fluctuation of the price of the raw material chosen by the few companies
that supply the metallic material used by Eurospray.
To answer appropriately to the risk related to this context, Eurospray primary aim is to
be recognised as a qualified and reliable producer and supplier in time, for a global and
long lasting customer satisfaction, both in terms of characteristics of the sold items and
services. In particular, distributing, through efficient and innovative equipment and
qualified suppliers, reliable products, compliant to the sector rules and the client
expectations.
These aims can be reached only through a constant check of the inside process and a
continuous adjustment of them and of the company structure.
In this field Eurospray has adapted the quality system required by
UNI EN ISO 9001 witch has been integrated with the requirements for the food
security established by Regg. CE n.1935/2004 and n.2023/2006 for products
destined for alimentary contact.
Eurospray’s direction has undertaken precise commitments so that the client
requirement and his expectations are clearly defined and the full satisfaction is reached
through specific activities.
Too guarantee the satisfaction of the quality of products required by Eurospray, the
customer satisfaction and the continuous improvement, all the stages of production are
constantly monitored.
Eurospray‘s general direction assigns proper resources – regarding the equipment and
staff opportunely trained – for the execution and the verification of all the activities
that have an effect on the quality.
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To guarantee the satisfaction of the requirement for the quality of the product, the
costumer complacency and the constant improvement, all the stages of production are
constantly executed under control.
• Systematical re-examination of the contract to assure that the definition of the
products to deliver is correct.
• Careful description of the modality of production and the product checkout.
• Use of machinery of a proper level and carefully maintained measuring stability
and quality level of the product process.
• Definition of adequate targets and programs (ex. Optimisation of the
traceability process) as well as the compliance of the legislation in force
applicable in matter of workplace hygiene and supervision of material with
alimentary destination.
• Use of instruments for précised controls adapted to the measures to carried out
and opportunely calibrated.
• Selection of reliable suppliers, able to provide products and/or services of
appropriate quality.
• Implements of corrective and preventive actions to avoid the recur of problems
and improvement plans for a constant progress of the company performance.
• Measurements / check-up of the factors which affect on the clients satisfaction
or dissatisfaction
All this leads to a total involvement of the company functions and of all the staff that
has to feel part of the results obtained through his contribution and grow with the
company.
Eurospray’s general direction recognises the contribution of every simple component
of the organisation for the obtaining of the service global quality and shores and
approves every effort due to the improvement of quality.
The actual Policy is pursued through the identification of specific and consistent aims
updated in the occasion of the periodical re-examination of the management system for
the quality by the General Direction.
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